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Overview

• Motivation: Why study surf culture and history

• Cultural Geography
� What is culture?

� Spatial organization of culture

� Spatial diffusion of culture

• History of Surf Culture
� Origins

� Renaissance

� Modern

Motivation:  Why study surf culture?

• As a humanistic pursuit... important in its own right.

• Improve our understanding of the present surf culture 
and how it differs from past surf culture and the origins 
of the culture (Polynesia).

• Proactive intervention in the culture or preservation of 
fading cultural traits/complexes.

• Explore concrete examples of cultural diffusion and 
the spatial organization of culture (region, core, 
domain,…)

Motivation:  Why study surf culture? (cont.)

• Tensions:

• Norms for behavior

• Attitudes towards others and environment

Surfing inc.

Commercialization

Retail marketing

Professional circuit

Shapers as artisans

Aesthetics of the 
surf experience

Local cultures/history

Local knowledge

History of Surfing:  Time Periods

• Origins: 2500BC – 1900AD
� Settlement of Polynesia (migration waves)

� Development / refinement of board surfing

� Near eradication of surfing by Europeans

• Renaissance: 1900-1930s

� Rediscovery of surfing and culture

� Diffusion to early culture hearths (Australia, California)

• Modern: 1930s-present
� Mass production / mass culture

� Longboards / Shortboards / materials



CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY

What is culture?

• “... culture describes patterns of learned human behavior 
that form a durable template by which ideas and images 
can be transferred from one generation to another, or 
from one group to another.” Haggett (2001, pp. 204)

• complexity, persistence is distinct from non-human 
animal cultures 

What is culture? (cont.)

• Culture traits (atoms or basic units of culture)

• Cultural complex (interrelated set of traits)

• Acculturation process (young  or immigrant group)

- Culture is acquired through speech and behavior 
(imprinting). 

- Increasing level of familiarity and comfort with a 
culture – acceptable responses to a given situation.

What is culture? – Taxonomy:  The Huxley Model

• Mentafacts: Central core of culture related to ideas, ideals, and 
beliefs.  They are fundamental to intergenerational transmission of 
culture.  Examples include language, religion, and folklore.  

• Sociofacts: Aspects of culture related to social behavior, 
cohesion, and control.  Examples include norms related to family, 
marriage, and childrearing, as well as institutional manifestations 
such as educational or political systems.

• Artifacts:  The material manifestations of culture: clothing, tools, 
technologies, athletic equipment.

•Haggett: sometimes an “…intractable knot…”

Cultural geography

• How does “place” mediate culture?

• How do natural environments imprint on culture?

• Cultural regions: 

• Cognitive maps and cultural regions

• Meinig model: Core, Domain, Sphere, Outliers

Complex A

Complex B

Complex C

Source: Haggett (2001) , original Zelinksy (1973)

Cultural geography



Cultural geography – Language

• Language
- Role in acculturation

- Identify within group membership / limit interaction

- Etymology

Cultural geography – Language

• Surf language
1. Non-local, “other”

2. How you call for “your” wave (someone dropping in…)

3. A perfect day

4. Describing a really hollow wave (to a friend)

5. Describing a tube ride (to a friend)

Cultural geography – Language

• “Excellent wave”
Epic, Perfect, Sick, Sweet, Glassy

Going off, gorgeous, unnatural, awesome, clean, riffling, 
ideal, primo, prime, heaven.

• Zonie:  tourist from Arizona…pretends to be local, wears stripped 
polo shirts, and puka shells.

[ad. L. epicus, a. Gr. {elenis}{pi}{iota}{kappa}{goacu}{fsigma}, f. 
{elenisacu}{pi}{omicron}{fsigma} word, narrative, song. Cf. Fr. épique.]

A. adj.

1. Pertaining to that species of poetical composition (see EPOS), 
represented typically by the Iliad and Odyssey, which celebrates in the form 
of a continuous narrative the achievements of one or more heroic personages 
of history or tradition.

Epic dialect: that form of the Greek language in which the epic poems were 
written.

1589 PUTTENHAM Arte Eng. Poet. (Arb.) 176 Harding a Poet Epick or
Historicall. 1644 MILTON Educ. (1738) 139 Teaches what the Laws are of a true 
Epic Poem. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab., Let. Sir R. Howard, The same images 
serve equally for the Epique Poesie, and for the Historique and Panegyrique. 1710 
STEELE Tatler No. 106 {page}1 Three and twenty Descriptions of the Sun-rising 
that might be of great Use to an Epick Poet. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 202 
{page}6 To be poor, in the epick language, is only not to command the wealth of 
nations. 1819 BYRON Juan I. cc, My poem's Epic, and is meant to be Divided in 
twelve books. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess. Poet Wks. (Bohn) I. 165 The epic 
poet..must drink water out of a wooden bowl. 1879 B. TAYLOR Stud. Germ. Lit. 
73 Tennyson has endeavored to imitate the old epic simplicity.

absol. a1637 B. JONSON Discoveries (1641) 132 The best masters of the Epick, 
Homer and Virgil.

2. Such as is described in epic poetry; epic theatre, a play or plays 
characterized by realism and an absence of theatrical devices.

1731 A. HILL Advice to Poets 35 Then, might our great, Third Edward's awful 
Shade..Pale, from his Tomb, in Epic Strides, advance. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
Prol. 219 Some great Princess, six feet high, Grand, epic, homicidal. 1935 Life & 
Letters To-day Sept. 74 This method of theatrical presentation was dubbed by
Brecht the ‘epic’ as opposed to the ‘dramatic’ style. 1957 R. HOGGART Auden
15 In some of their techniques for presenting social problems and for obtaining a 
sense of urgent participation from the audience they seemed to have learned 
something from the early ‘epic theatre’ of the German Communist playwright
Bertolt Brecht.

B. n.

{dag}1. An epic poet. Obs.

a1637 B. JONSON Horace's Art Poet (1640) 5 Now to like of this, lay that aside, 
the Epic's office is.

2. a. An epic poem.

1706 A. BEDFORD Temple Mus. ii. 33 One of them was the Goddess of 
Elegies..and another of Epicks. 1789 J. CAMPBELL Eccl. & Lit. Hist. Irel. 170 (T.) 
He [Mr. M'Pherson] brought forward his counterfeit epicks (the alleged poems of 
Ossian). 1833 COLERIDGE Table-t. 23 Oct., The Homeric epic, in which all is 
purely external and objective, and the poet is a mere voice. 1876 GREEN Short Hist. 
viii. 583 The most popular of all English poems has been the Puritan epic of the 
‘Paradise Lost’.

b. transf. A composition comparable to an epic poem.

The typical epics, the Homeric poems, the Nibelungenlied, etc., have often been 
regarded as embodying a nation's conception of its own past history, or of the events 
in that history which it finds most worthy of remembrance. Hence by some writers 
the phrase national epic has been applied to any imaginative work (whatever its form) 
which is considered to fulfil this function.

1840 CARLYLE Heroes (1858) 267 Schlegel has a remark on his Historical Plays, 
Henry Fifth and the others, which is worth remembering. He calls them a kind of 
National Epic. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) III. xiv. 328 To turn from the 
glowing strains of the Norwegian prose epic. 1916 A. HUXLEY Let. 19 Mar. (1969) 
95, I want very much to see the Birth of a Nation, which is said to be a really great 
film, an epic in pictures. 1940 M. GORELIK New Theatres for Old ix. 412 An ‘epic’ 
is a large-scale film in which the events, usually historical, take precedence over the 
‘love interest’. 1957 N. FRYE Anat. of Crit. IV. 314 Ulysses, then, is a complete 
prose epic. 1965 Movie Spring 36/1 The budget was supposed to have guaranteed an 
action-packed epic.

3. fig. A story, or series of events, worthy to form the subject of an epic.

1831 LYTTON Godolph. lxiii, This starry and weird incident in the epic of life's 
common career. 1866 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. VI. vii. 898 That life was a noble 
Christian epic.

EPIC



Stoked
1. a. trans. To feed, stir up, and poke the fire in (a furnace), to tend the furnace of (a boiler). Also, to feed or build up (a fire), and with up.

1683, etc. [? Implied in STOKING vbl. n.2 c]. 1735 DYCHE & PARDON Dict., Stoak or Stoke v. to stir up, rake, cook, feed and look after a great Fire, such as Brewers, 
Distillers, Glass-houses, &c. use. 1838 HOLLOWAY Prov. Dict., To stoke, to stir the fire. 1864 Reader 2 July 9 Who shall stoke the furnace of the steamship? 1883 M. P. 
BALE Saw-Mills 224 In stoking Cornish or Lancashire boilers by hand three systems of firing are in vogue. 1909 G. M. TREVELYAN Garibaldi xi. 202 First the fires had 
to be lit and stoked. 1942 E. LANGLEY Pea-Pickers x. 148 The hut was warmed by a little red fire which the fair-haired comrade stoked. 1971 G. JONES in Jones & Elis
Twenty-Five Welsh Short Stories 106 That night, when he went into the house, he saw that the big iron double bed had been moved down into the middle of the kitchen and 
a great furnace of a fire stoked up in the chimney.

absol. 1867-72 N. P. BURGH Marine Engin. (1881) 375 Stoke freely when under steam. 1892 Black & White 16 Jan. 76/1 The German ships had been stoking up.

b. fig.  1837 HOOD Ode to R. Wilson 391 Sufficiently by stern necessitarians Poor Nature, with her face begrim'd by dust, Is stok'd, cok'd, smok'd, and almost chok'd. 
1882 A. BERESFORD-HOPE Brandreths III. xxxix. 95 It [a prize fight] was stoked by an Irish adventurer who [etc.]. 1915 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 265/1 Neither the British 
nor the German soldier has been able to stoke up that virulent hate.

c. To excite, thrill, elate. slang (chiefly Surfing).  1963 Pix 28 Sept. 63 A good stomping movement that ‘stokes’ the tourists is worth two extra points. 1965 S. Afr. 
Surfer I. 3/3 Your magazine stoked me out of my mind. Ibid. 7/1 We will let him stoke you on some of the modern variations of body riding.

2. transf. (jocular). To feed (oneself or another) as if stoking a furnace; to ‘shovel’

(food) into one's mouth steadily and continuously. Also absol. with up.

1882 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 July 2/2 Mr. Warton vigorously stoked himself with snuff in the exuberance of his delight. 1894 SALA London up to Date 34 He eats, or, rather, 
he ‘stokes’ his meal, till the veins in his forehead swell. 1897 R. BROUGHTON Dear Faustina xv, The denizens of this A.B.C...are stoking themselves stolidly. 1900 
KIPLING in Daily Mail 25 Apr. 4/4 So they stoked them‘the 'arf that 'adn't the use of their 'ands’and they re-dressed their bandages. 1915 Blackw. Mag. May 686/1 There's 
folks as cant stoke hot tea upon sorsiges.

absol. 1882 BESANT All Sorts xvii, Dinner in the middle of the day, of course... At the East End everybody stokes at one. 1897 KIPLING Capt. Cour. ii. 41 Then they 
stoked in silence till Dan drew breath over his tin cup and demanded of Harvey how he felt. ‘Most full.’ 1901 ‘R. ANDOM’ Troddles & Us & Others iv. 47 Troddles
stoked-up on bread-and-butter pudding to such an extent that I wondered how on earth he could..drag himself about. 1946 R. LEHMANN Gipsy's Baby 29, I have often 
noticed how much less greedy children of the proletariat are than others. One would imagine that they would be more absorbed in the problem of stoking up. 1975 J. 
SYMONS Three Pipe Problem xvi. 155 They sat in one of the high-backed compartments where the punters came to stoke up after their losses.

3. In combination, as stoke-hearth, -house; stoke-up slang, a large or sustaining meal.

1839 URE Dict. Arts 1248 The stoke-hearth [of a smelting furnace]. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 27 Jan. 7/1 It was heated by means of hot-water pipes, fed from a stoke-house. 
1955 J. THOMAS No Banners xv. 133 Later..it would be possible to go to the black-market eating-houses for an occasional ‘stoke-up’.

Hence stoked ppl. a., (a) subjected to the action of the vb.; (b) (slang) excited; keen or ‘hooked’ on.

1902 Daily Chron. 2 May 6/1 Hand-stoked retorts were shut down, and now the whole of the gas is to be manufactured in inclined or mechanically stoked retorts. 1963 
[see BOARD n. 1b]. 1968 Surfer Mag. Jan. 47/3, I realized they're really stoked. 1969 Sunday Mail (Brisbane) 2 Feb. 20/3 I'm stoked on Chinese food. 1970 Studies in 
English (Univ. Cape Town) I. 33 People bitten by the surf bug..are really stoked on surfing. 1976 N.Y. Times Mag. 12 Sept. 40/1 Something like 10 million Americans..are 
stoked on floating about three inches over the paved surfaces of planet earth. Their flotation device is the new, Nasworthy-improved skateboard. 1977 Skateboard Special 
Sept. 2/1 The guy was really stoked but he fell off a nose wheelie and ended up taking a trip to McDonalds.

Stoked

c. To excite, thrill, elate. slang (chiefly Surfing). 1963 Pix 28 Sept. 63 A good 
stomping movement that ‘stokes’ the tourists is worth two extra points. 1965 S. Afr. 
Surfer I. 3/3 Your magazine stoked me out of my mind. Ibid. 7/1 We will let him 
stoke you on some of the modern variations of body riding.

Hence stoked ppl. a., (a) subjected to the action of the vb.; (b) (slang) excited; keen or 
‘hooked’ on.

1902 Daily Chron. 2 May 6/1 Hand-stoked retorts were shut down, and now the 
whole of the gas is to be manufactured in inclined or mechanically stoked retorts. 
1963 [see BOARD n. 1b]. 1968 Surfer Mag. Jan. 47/3, I realized they're really stoked.
1969 Sunday Mail (Brisbane) 2 Feb. 20/3 I'm stoked on Chinese food. 1970 Studies in 
English (Univ. Cape Town) I. 33 People bitten by the surf bug..are really stoked on 
surfing. 1976 N.Y. Times Mag. 12 Sept. 40/1 Something like 10 million 
Americans..are stoked on floating about three inches over the paved surfaces of planet 
earth. Their flotation device is the new, Nasworthy-improved skateboard. 1977 
Skateboard Special Sept. 2/1 The guy was really stoked but he fell off a nose wheelie 
and ended up taking a trip to McDonalds.

Spatial diffusion of culture

• Do cultural regions persist through time?

• How are ideas and culture exchanged over time? 
(mentafacts, sociofacts, artifacts) – what is exchanged?

• How quickly can a cultural complex change?

• What attributes of a region or culture act as barriers or 
propellants to diffusion?

HISTORY OF SURF 
CULTURE:  ORIGINS

History of Surfing:  Time Periods

• Origins: 2500BC – 1900AD
� Settlement of Polynesia (migration waves)

� Development / refinement of board surfing

� Near eradication of surfing by Europeans

• Renaissance: 1900-1930s

� Rediscovery of surfing and culture

� Diffusion to early culture hearths (Australia, California)

• Modern: 1930s-present
� Mass production / mass culture

� Longboards / Shortboards / materials

History of surfing - origins

• Polynesians – Human settlement of Oceania
• Ice age (110,000-70,000 years ago)

• Sunda: South-East Asian islands (Sumatra, Borneo) joined to Asia

• Sahul: Australia, New Guinea, Tasmania joined

• Sunda � Sahul (65km passage by raft)

• Sporadic invasions SE Asia to New Guinea, Bismarks, Solomons. 
(Austronesian languages, Lapita pottery)

• 1300BC movement to “Far Oceania” (boats, navigation, animals)

Source: Conte, Eric (1998) “Aspects of the distant and recent prehistory of the Polynesians.”  in The French-Speaking Pacific (ed. Christan Jost) pp. 191-198..



History of surfing - origins

History of surfing – migration waves

• Gault-Williams:  “When was the first hopupu, or surf 
stoke?”

� Somewhere in the western Pacific between 2000BC and 400AD

• Migration 1:  Lapita Voyagers 

(1500-1000BC)

• Migration 2:  Fiji-Tonga-Samoa to Hiva

(300BC-300AD)

• Migration 3:  Hiva to Hawaii, Easter Island, Tahiti 

300AD-1000AD

History of surfing – migration waves

Pulsipher and 
Pulsipher
(2002)

History of surfing – migration waves

• Lapita voyagers, ancestors of Polynesians, left trail of 
Lapita pottery.  

�Push factors caused initial migrations.  If resistance encountered 
pushed further eastward.  

�Over time, Polynesian peoples and culture emerged from these 
and subsequent migrations; not as a migration per se.

• Culture traits:  Excellent navigators, sailors, endurance 
paddlers, watercraft makers

• Exploring parties would carry food plants, domesticated 
animals, craft specialist, and other necessities for colonizing 
territory.

• Later migrations (3rd wave) based on language evidence.

History of surfing – migration waves

• Plants/animals diffused throughout Polynesia.
� 72 plants overall to Polynesia

� 41-45 plants to Cook Islands, Society Islands, Hiva

� 29 plants to Hawaii.

• Animals: pig, dog, chicken, rat.



History of surfing – early surfers

• Waterman tradition versus Sailor tradition

• Simple surfing practiced throughout Polynesia and western 
Pacific  

� Hawaii – epicenter and highest level of refinement in board 
surfing 

� Surfing also prevalent elsewhere in eastern Pacific

� Present but culturally different in western Pacific (men only)

• Other possible independent origins:

� western Africa (Senegal, Ivory Coast, Ghana)

� Peru

History of surfing – Hawaiian surf culture

• Polynesians
- Complex political structures, extreme hierarchies

- Chiefs (arii), divine descent, supernatural power

• Surfing and religious life
-offering of kumu fish to tree

-prayer after completion of board

• Surfing and social structure
- olos (long boards 13’-18’ carved from wiliwili wood) 

- koas (shorter heavier boards)

- restricted beaches

History of surfing - origins

• Surf competitions and betting

• Captain Cook ‘discovers’ Hawaii

- excerpt from ‘A Voyage to the 
Pacific Ocean, Vol. III’

- Hawaiian population decimated

• Decline of surfing
- Calvinist Missionaries, 1821

-Sugar plantations and whaling 
commerce.

- Polynesian / European Timelines

Olo

Koas

Source: Dixon (1965)

Source: Kampion (2003) “Hawaiian myth and legend abound with tales of great adventures in 
the surf, and the first Europeans to see this incredible sport marveled at the islanders’ prowess 
and tried to capture the complex mechanics in idealized illustrations.  Maids on a Wave by 
Wallace Mackay, from Summer Cruising in the South Seas, 1874” (pp. 33)

Source: Kampion (2003) “Surfboards were valued possession and symbols of community 
status.  In the case of the long olo surfboards used by royalty, a complex of rituals surrounded 
the cutting and finishing of the board.  A Hawaiian homestead, c. 1825” (pp. 32)

Source: Kampion (2003) “The 
Polynesian relationship to the 
sea was beyond European 
comprehension.  To the 
islanders, the ocean meant life 
and joy and freedom.  But by 
1900, disease, religion, and a 
new plantation work ethic had 
all but exterminated Hawaiian 
culture and the ancient sport of 
surfing.  This turn-of-the-century 
photo of a lone surfer with his 
short paipo board at Waikiki 
speaks volumes.” (pp. 37)



HISTORY OF SURF 
CULTURE:  
RENAISSANCE

History of surfing – Reinventing the sport

Three young surfers from late 1930s (source: Severson 1964)

History of surfing – Reinventing the sport

• Individuals interacting with place, 1900-1930.

• Big Three:  

• Jack London

• Alexander Hume Ford

• George Freeth

• Duke Kahanamoku

• Tom Blake

History of surfing – Hawaii 1900

• “Circumstances were emerging…” that would allow a 
revival.

• Changing situation of Hawaii

� becomes an American Territory

� Pacific Cable, communication link

� Steamship service

� Strategic location for military and trade 

• Political / Economic leaders wanting to seize the 
moment

History of surfing – Alexander Hume Ford

• Arrives in Hawaii, 1907, age 39

� Stalled career.

• Hooked on surfing

• Part of traveling delegation touring islands with 
objective of fostering economic development.

� Connected to “movers & shakers”

� Has idea to “brand” islands with surfing.

• Recruits Jack London, funds George Freeth and Duke, 
founds Outrigger Canoe Club.

• Working from a base of “pure stoke”

History of surfing – Jack London

• Arrives in Hawaii, May 1907

� Celebrity writer and adventure seeker (Snark)

� Approached by Ford to try sport and promote it.

• Publishes “Riding the South Seas Surf”, Oct. 1907, 
Women’s Home Companion

� republished 1908 (Pall Mall Magazine)

� republished 1911 Cruise of the Snark

• Impact almost immediate 
� starts stream of national / international media attention.

� coordinated effort by Ford



History of surfing – George Freeth

• Born in Hawaii, mixed race (“hapa haole”)
� starts with 16’ olo borrowed from uncle

� central figure in local resurgence of surfing 

� Kahanmoku brothers part of his group.

• Travels to California 1907
� Mission: introduce surfriding in CA 

� Financing from “Hawaiian Promotion Committee”

� Paid surfing demos in Venice, Redondo

History of surfing – George Freeth

• “First great waterman of the modern era”

� Swimmer, diver, boatman, fisherman, outrigger canoeist, 
sailor, first professional lifeguard in California,   Congressional 
Gold Medal for bravery, founds lifesaving service in California,
and introduces waterpolo to California.

History of surfing – George Freeth

• Planted the “seeds of the new surf culture on the West 
Coast.”

� Fit with emerging beach lifestyle.

� Unemployment / underemployment – lived to surf.

� Dies 1919 (age 35)

History of surfing – Kahanamoku and Blake

• Duke Kahanamoku:
- Career also orchestrated by Alexander Hume Ford

- Embodiment of the sport

- Competes in multiple Olympic games and tours the world 
giving surfing demonstrations

- Timeline: Surfer Magazine

• Tom Blake
� Born 1902, Wisconsin

� Meets Duke in 1920, Detroit, MI

� Major innovator of beach lifestyle and surfboard design.

History of surfing – Duke Kahanamoku

Source: Surfer Magazine, 40th Anniversary Issue.

“When Duke removed 
his robe overseas as a 
young man, people 
marveled at his physique, 
often breaking out into 
standing ovations.”
Source: Surfer Magazine, 40th Anniversary Issue

History of surfing – Reinventing the Sport

• Discussion:

• How did place mediate the diffusion process?

• What was diffused? 

• Can the sport / culture aspects that were diffused be 
classified into mentafact, sociofact, and artifact?

• What type of diffusion was operating at different 
stages of the sports rebirth?

• Were there barriers to diffusion?



Movie:  Five Summer Stories

Topic:  1970s surf culture

What to look for?

• Classify cultural aspects communicated by the film 
into categories:  mentafact, sociofact, and artifact.
• Write down specific instances.
• How does the culture compare to the current surf 
culture?

HISTORY OF SURF 
CULTURE:  MODERN

History of surfing – Modern

• Different cultural trajectories and interactions

Hawaii
�Commerce versus tradition

� Waikiki scene

� Blake, surf ethic, and board design innovations

California
�Strong connections to Hawaii, board design innovations

� Beach life ethic,  ‘Nature=God’,  Camaraderie

� San Onofre, Palos Verdes

Australia
� Lifesaving clubs, regimentation, competitions

� Victorian ethic restricting interactions with ocean

Source:

Source: Source:



History of surfing – Modern

Mentafacts Sociofacts Artifacts

-Surf language

• feedback loops

• regions and 
artifacts

- Philosophy bases

• ‘soul’ surfer

• competition

- Ethical conduct

- Style norms

- Ex. P.V. versus N.B.

- Surf clubs, teams, 
and cliques

- Lifesaving clubs

• J.G.s

• competitions

- Written codes 
describing social 
mores (examples)

- Organizations 

• Groundswell

• Surfrider

• Surfaid

- Surf Shacks

- Surfboards and other 
wave riding tools

- Wetsuits

- Wax

- Clothing

- Media (print & film) 

History of surfing – rebirth and growth

• Diffusion and cultural interaction

Language and location
� ‘bu , ‘sup, turbs, night ‘bu,

Language and artifacts
� Lost styles

� Longboard versus shortboard style descriptors

Mass media, language, sociofacts, and artifacts
� Gidgetized

� anti-establishment

History of surfing – emergence of ‘modern’ artifacts

• Surfboards

1. Koa / Wiliwili – solid wood

2. Redwood / Pine – solid wood

3. Tom Blake (Detroit -> Waikiki) – hollow board (1926), 
later developed first keel/fin (1935), California locus of 
innovations

4. Hot-Curl boards (1934)  “going ‘slide ass’”, tapered tail, 
v-bottom.

5. Bob Simmons (late 1940s) fiberglass technology and 
board shapes, ‘hydrodynamic planning hulls’, sandwich 
boards, balsa boards.

History of surfing – emergence of ‘modern’ artifacts

• Surfboards (cont.)

6. Velzy and others – design refinements to balsa boards, 
Malibu ‘chips’

7. Hobie (1954-1958) – develops foam surfboard 
technology (Gordon Clark, Reynolds Yater)

8. Hobie to present – further design and materials 
refinements of the foam board (twin fins, tri-fins), 
veneer laminate epoxy boards (‘corky’).

Simmon’s style 
“Sandwich Board”



Style and performance 
constraints of board designs

History of surfing – artifact-language interaction

• Terminology from Severson (1964) Modern Surfing Around the 
World

� arch

� drop-knee

� el spontanio – “squatting position where the surfer looks back between his 
legs. In a pure el spontanio the fingers must be interlocked behind the surfer’s 
back.”

� hanging-five (or ten)

� hot-dog

� mysterioso – “an ‘adornment’ or surf trick popular in the late fifties. Created 
by Mickey Munoz, the stance is with the surfer bending over, hiding his head in 
his hands.”

History of surfing – artifact-language interaction

• Terminology from Severson (1964) Modern Surfing Around the 
World (cont.)

� quasimodo – “a hunchback position where one arm is stretched forward, the 
other arm stretched back.”

� reverse take-off



Artifacts and the 
diffusion of surfing


